
TITLE & NUMBER OF BILL: DEFENSE AUTHORIZATIONS FY 1966 - HR 12889

ACTION IN HOUSE: Passed, March 1, 1966

VOTE OF HOUSE: YEAS - 392 NAYS - k (Roll Call #26)

DR VOTE: YEA

PURPOSE OF BILL: Authorizes appropriations for FY 1966 for procurement of
mi1tary equipment, for research, development, test evaluation, and military
construction for the Armed Forces, as follows:

Procurement $3,k17,700,000
Research, development, test, and evaluation . . 151,650,000
Military construction 1,288,100,000

SEE ATTACHED EXCERPTS FROM COMMITTEE REPORT.

DR STATEMENT: I
think a careful reading of the bill and the report and a

careful reading of the debate would lead an objective observer to believe that
they were not related, There was an attempt on the part of the President, as
reflected through Speaker McCormack1s remarks and various other Administration
representatives in the House, to make the authorization of the $k.8 billion for

the Defense Department something more than merely an authorization bill. I

strongly disagreed with this technique and am not of the opinion that this bill
becomes a declaration simply because the President would want it to or the

Speaker might say it is. The language of the bill clearly does not do what
McCormack said it would do. The distinction I am drwipg is between the re-
sponsibility of the Congress to authorize funds to support the 235,000 Americans
in Southeast Asia as opposed to the attempt by Johnson and McCormack and others
to make the support of such funds a statement of approval of the Johnson Administra-

tion, and/or a reaffirmation of the 196k Southeast Asia Resolution, and/or a re-

affirmation of the 195k treaty

There were suggestions made that tks would end the debate. This is pure nonsense.

The debate can and must go on in a democratic society. This bill was from the

Armed Services Committee. It was not a policy bill. It was a bill which supplied
funds necessary to support the men which President Johnson has placed in Southeast
Asia. My attitude on such a matter is that the country has made a decision, that
the people are there, and they fleed the money to carry out the efforts which they

are undertaking.

If one disagrees with the policy, the proper way to correct or alter such policy
is not by cutting off the funds, possibly forcing a hasty withdrawal or the

termination of supplies and thereby causing the loss of lives of Americans in

Southeast Asia, but rather the correction is at the policy-making level. And

the policy-making level can be one of three places--(l)a change of policy can be
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achieved through the President, who in these circumstances has essentially the
authority and responsibility by public opinion expressed to him; This is the
only way that policy can be changed immediately. (2) a possibility that policy
might be altered ¡f, in fact, ¡t became the desire of the Congress and was ex-
pressed in a 1ioint Resolution, although the Congress itself cannot unilaterally
change policy ¡n this area, at least under present precedents and procedures.
This is not to say that the Congress might not have the constitutional power to
do so, but to my knowledge, it has not been ever exercised in just this way, as
far as actually forcing an immediate change. But to reiterate, they do have
advisory power. (3) Policy can be changed at the ballot box in an advisory way
in November 1966, during the mid-term elections, in a very specific and direct
way ¡n the presidential election in 1968. These are the avenues in our current
system of government for people to change policy in these areas, and not, I would
suggest, by simply terminating appropriations which the President requires to ful-
fill the needs of Americans in Southeast Asia.

NO MINORITY OR SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS,


